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… By Robert Rapisardo

t our January steward meeting, we discussed some of our 2019 accomplishments and some goals for 2020. Branch 343 made plenty of progress with
Article 41 violations regarding not posting of vacant routes within 14 days
of becoming vacant. Escalating awards have been given to both our members
and Branch 343 for repeated violations. There has been a recent setback because management just refuses to bargain in good faith; simply, they do not
want to be held accountable for violations. Our informal stewards progressed
in some basics of the grievance process. We are fortunate that many newer carriers have stepped forward as stewards or alternate stewards. This branch had
1,019 grievances in 2019. Our Step A reps bailed us out, again, by handling hundreds of Step A grievances.
We will have some additional Step A and Informal A level training in 2020. There is room for improvement
from everyone, including the three full-time officers. I challenge everyone to make an extra effort to improve
in at least one area this year. We have made plenty of progress on settlements of cease and desist violations,
but there is room for improvement.
There are some areas that I would like to give priority to this year. One area is pushing the pedal on delayed pay adjustments. We have many past settlements to back our new position. We need to push the issue of
management not getting the union Form 1723s in advance of an assignment or modifying that assignment.
We need to pursue the ongoing nonsense of management just flat out refusing to perform simple tasks regarding requesting and processing of forms. There should be zero reasons for management refusing to issue
forms such as CA-1, 1571, 1767, 3971 and 3996. There is no reason to have a workroom floor debate regarding
the requests of these forms. At the same time, we can address the issue of the handling of those forms after
they are submitted. All these forms require management to acknowledge receipt and then take some action.
Management is supposed to manage, so let them make the decisions. Remember to keep copies.
With regard to Form 1571 (curtailed mail report), management is required to sign that form and then return with a response of what action they plan on taking. With regards to Form 1767 (Safety Hazard), management is required to respond to what action they plan on taking about a perceived safety hazard. If we are not
satisfied with their response and/or action, then we have a right to file a grievance under Article 14. A Form
3971 is your request for leave not what management wants you to use or what they want to charge you. We
are going to try to take a harder stance when management submits a leave other than requested, especially
when carriers call in requesting sick leave; please keep your confirmation number. If a request for leave is
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disapproved by management, then management must give a reason for the disapproval. I will not even address some of the ridiculous reasons for disapprovals that I have seen over the years. The disapproval may be
subject to the grievance process. The Form 3996 was addressed by Branch 343 Vice President Brad Layton in
his January 2020 article of this publication.
We got an early jump on this year’s annual Ole Timers’ Day. We will be recognizing 24 of our 50-year
members, 20 of our 60-year members and one 65-year member. Once again, we will offer a service to those
being honored. If they are unable to drive or feel uncomfortable driving to the event, then we will offer them
a ride. We would enjoy seeing you, so please do not hesitate to take us up on the offer.
We really need to address the issue with our members regarding the real threat by this administration in
the White House of attempts to privatize the USPS.

MOVED OR MOVING?
KEEP US INFORMED
To all members of Branch 343. Please keep us
informed of your current address. Address correction services are expensive and cost the branch
money that can be better spent. Failure to have
an updated mailing list could also result in delayed communication to you and if you are a shop
steward, a delay in getting paid. Don’t assume that
the Postal Service keeps the Union Hall advised of
your address change, they don’t.
You can call the Letter Carrier’s Union Hall at
314-241-4297 or mail us your new address at:
Letter Carrier’s Hall
1600 S. Broadway
St. Louis, MO 63104

Feb 13

Regular Branch Meeting

Feb 17

Presidents Day Holiday Observed

Feb 22-23 Regional Rap Session (Overland Park,
Kansas)
Mar 4

Retirees’ Meeting

Mar 5

Shop Stewards’ Meeting

Mar 12

Regular Branch Meeting

Mar 22

MDA Bowl-A-Thon, Olivette Lanes (see ad)

Apr 4-5

Reel in a Cure Buddy Bass Tournament for
MDA (see ad)

100 percent Union
HONOR ROLL
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CARRIER SQUARE/
CHOUTEAU
COYLE
CREVE COEUR
CUBA
DES PERES
FENTON
FERGUSON
GRAVOIS
KIRKWOOD
MACKENZIE POINTE
MAPLEWOOD
NORTH COUNTY
OLDHAM

PIEDMONT
ROLLA
SALEM
SOUTH COUNTY
ST. ANN
ST. JAMES
STE. GENEVIEVE
TOWN & COUNTRY
UNION
WARRENTON
WENTZVILLE
WEST COUNTY
HARRIET WOODS/
WHEELER
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Executive Vice President

A

St. Louis LMOU for 2016-2019
Contract

decision was rendered on January 8 concerning
our LMOU (Local Memorandum of Understanding). There are 22 items within our contract
which local installations are permitted to locally
negotiate. The branch will be disseminating this decision in greater detail in the near future. The branch
had five items remaining unresolved that went to
arbitration. Of the five, the arbitrator agreed with the
union on two, disagreed on two and modified the
last one. Overall, the branch is quite pleased with the
outcome. All of the agreed upon language is effective
immediately.
City carrier assistants will be included in the
complement along with regular carriers during
annual leave selection. The total number of carriers
who will be permitted off will increase from 14.5%
to 15.5%. The arbitrator rejected the service’s offer of
staying at 14.5% and decreasing the percentage off to
11.75% during all holiday choice vacation weeks. The
arbitrator also rejected the service’s bid to keep CCAs
out of the complement during AL selection.
The arbitrator agreed with the union to an opting/
hold-down selection process. The service did not
believe one was warranted. The process agreed to
entails the following: Management will post all available temporary vacancies; eligible carriers wishing to
opt on an assignment must indicate to management
their desire by close of business Tuesday; management will notify carriers who successfully opt on
an assignment by close of business Wednesday; and
any assignment that becomes available during the
course of a service week, will promptly be posted and
awarded within 24 hours. It will be management’s
responsibility to notify all eligible carriers of the
assignments’ availability. This should help alleviate
problems of favoritism at many of the stations. This
should also help reduce the number of grievances.
The biggest problem with this contractual violation
is that the carrier is irreparably harmed. By the time
the grievance is settled, usually in our favor, the hold
down assignment has passed.
The arbitrator agreed with the union that carriers

… By John McLaughlin

who unsuccessfully select AL
during the first phase of AL for
the purpose of attending official
union functions, will be granted
that choice in the second phase.
Also, this selection will not be counted against the
percentage of carriers allowed off during that period.
This will tremendously aid the union in providing
training to our stewards and officers. As it is right
now, many of the union’s trainings, national or local,
are set during choice vacation periods or during the
weeks of a holiday. This has prohibited some carriers, particularly those with little seniority, from
attending.
The arbitrator denied the union’s attempt to secure
safer parking at each facility. The union wanted to
eliminate preferential parking assignments which
always discriminated against carriers. The arbitrator
was not swayed about the burglaries, vandalism, and
in one incident, death of a carrier due to the unsafe
parking conditions placed upon us by management.
The arbitrator was similarly not convinced with
the union’s argument concerning selecting AL during
the month of December during first or second phase.
The language will remain the same in the LMOU.
The LMOU does not contain language specifically prohibiting carriers from selecting AL during
December during the first or second phase of AL
selection.
Two take-aways: One, the current contract will
probably be settled some time this year. Thirty days
after it is settled, either party can once again open up
the LMOU. Two, this is one small way in which your
union is not only protecting your existing rights, but
how the union obtains more rights in spite of management’s adamant defiance.

The Powers That Be
Our president wishes to privatize the Postal Service. Unfortunately for him, the postmaster general
(PG) and the board of governors (BOG) who are
appointed by the US president, and the president
himself cannot simply eliminate the post office. None
of the three have the legal authority to do so. The
Januar y 2020/MCC
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USPS was established by an act of Congress. They
cannot overtly privatize the USPS, but they can gut
the service and make it inoperable.
Like many administrations before this one, they
will simply appoint saboteurs into positions of authority, like the BOG and a PG. The president’s task
force lead by Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin
recommended rolling back collective bargaining and
selling off pieces to private industry. Apparently, the
current PG Brennan has not responded to his report
like he had hoped. She is on her way out. It appears
the service will hire from outside the PO.
The one thing we still have going for us is our
stature in the public eye. We routinely rank as one

of the most trusted institution in the United States.
This may be changing according to a recent study.
Boomer’s (ages 55-75) and Gen Xer’s (ages 40-54) put
us at #1. Millenials (ages 24-39) put us at #2, behind
Google. Gen Z (ages 7-22) put us at #12. It is a bit
frightening to know very young trust Google more
than the Postal Service. In spite of management’s
attempts to degrade the service, we as union brothers
and sisters must persist and close ranks against this
swelling tide of resistance and vote our interests.
Until next month, do your job safely and accurately. Show up to your union meeting. You might learn
something. We don’t write the rules; we just have to
play the game. Sláinte.

Article 30
Item 22
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Vice President Financial S ecretary
… By Brad Layton

T

his month, I would like to cover the request to
amend electronic official personnel folder (eOPF).
If a carrier goes on Lite Blue and looks at their
electronic official personnel folder and finds there is
old discipline that should have been removed from
your file, there is a way to correct this problem.
The PS Form 8043 - Request to Amend Electronic Official Personnel Folder (eOPF). This form must
be filled out to rectify any problems with your electronic personnel file. The instructions are as follows:
You must provide this amendment request to your
district or area human resources office for fulfillment. For your request to be processed, you must
clearly identify the record in question, the change
desired, and the reason(s) for the change (relevance,
accuracy, timeliness, or completeness).
A) Identify the record you wish to change (attach the document(s) you wish to add or specify the
document(s):
B) Describe the change desired:
C) Indicate the reasons for the change: Relevancy
- accuracy - timeliness - completeness
In accordance with Handbook AS-353, Guide
to Privacy, the Freedom of Information Act and
Records Management, Section 3-4, your eOPF
custodian will either:
1) Inquire to obtain more information needed
to determine whether amendment is appropriate,
amend the information as necessary, and notify you
about the revised record;
2) Deny your request for changes in whole or in
part, provide the reasons for denial, and notify you of
your opportunity to appeal the decision.
It is very important that all carriers check your
electronic official personnel folder to make sure
everything in your file is correct. Perfect example
on how this could affect a carrier is when trying
to transfer to another installation in state or outof-state. The postmaster at the installation you are requesting to transfer to, could review your electronic
official personnel folder and see old discipline in
your file. Based on the old discipline, the postmaster

could improperly deny your
transfer.
Filling out PS Form 8043 is
the only way you can get old discipline out of your
electronic official personnel folder.
I want to finish my article by telling everybody
about a true hero. Cornell Winder retired on November 30, 2019, after 33 years of working for the Postal
Service. Cornell was a medic in the military and
served our country proudly. Cornell and I had cases
right next to each other at the Mackenzie Pointe Post
Office and we worked together for several years.
A few years ago while we were casing our routes,
a clerk named Chris Audrian had a heart attack on
the work room floor. Cornell and I were the first
two carriers to come running to her side. I helped
Cornell lay Chris flat on the ground and he took
over like a hero. He checked if she was breathing
and for a heartbeat. When he could not find either,
he immediately started CPR. When the paramedics
arrived, they commended Cornell for his
work and stated that if
he had not responded
like he did, Chris
would not be with us
today.
I know Chris, and
her husband, Sam, will
forever be grateful. I
am very proud to call
Cornell my friend. I
thanked him for his
service to our country
and for saving Chris’
life. Cornell, you are a
true hero. I hope you
have many happy years
of retirement.
Until next month,
V.P. Brad Layton and Cornell
here’s to solidarity and
Winder.
unionism.
Januar y 2020/MCC
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R ecording S ecretary

… By Brian Litteken

Arbitration Award for 2016-2019 LMOU
Annual Leave

Award:
The maximum number of carriers who will be
granted off per leave period will be 15.5% of total
carriers (regular work force, part time flexible, city
carrier assistants) on the rolls as of the pay period
ending after November 1 of the preceding year.
Except the period between December 25 and January
1 when 11.75% may be off. The total number of carriers will be identified for installation and individual
stations/branches.
The 2016-2019 national agreement modified the
memorandum of understanding (MOU) regarding
CCA annual leave. The modified MOU stated that
the local parties will include provisions in the LMOU
to grant CCAs annual leave selections during the
choice vacation period. The 2011-2016 MOU just
stated that the parties may include provisions into
the LMOU to permit CCAs to apply for annual leave
during choice vacation periods. This modification
required a change in the St. Louis LMOU.
Since CCAs now have the right to bid on choice
vacation slots, 3,901 choice vacation slots would be
needed. The prior 2011-2016 LMOU only generated
3,502 choice vacation slots. The number of choice
vacation slots could be increased by increasing the
number of carriers off each period, or by increasing
the number of choice vacation weeks, or both.
The union proposed to increase the number of carriers off per leave period to 15.5% from the previous
14.5%. The union also proposed to define the term
“total carriers” as the regular workforce, part-time
flexible, and CCAs. The prior 2011-2016 LMOU only
defined “total carriers” as part-time flexible and full
time. The increase to 15.5% of total carriers resulted
in 3,862 choice vacation slots.
The union also proposed to increase the number of
choice vacation periods to include the weeks between
December 1 through January 1. The prior 2011-2016
LMOU only included the week between December
25 and January 1. The inclusion of the three addition
weeks of December in the choice leave period would
generate an additional 691 choice vacation slots. Both
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proposals together generated 4,554
total vacation slots.
The Postal Service proposed to
decrease the percentage of carriers who may be off
during any choice vacation period which contained
a holiday to 11.75%. The Postal Service’s proposal
would only generate 2,908 choice vacation slots. The
Postal Service’s proposal was nearly 1,000 choice
vacation slots less than the necessary 3,901 slots.
The Postal Service also proposed a third phase of
vacation bidding. Under the Postal Service’s plan, a
CCA would bid on choice vacation periods after the
second phase of bidding for the career carriers and
the CCAs would only be able to bid if there were
vacation slots available.
Arbitrator Rafael Gely awarded the increase to
15.5% of total carriers but did not award the addition
of the first three weeks of December to the choice
vacation periods.
The union proposed to include the first three
weeks of December in the choice vacation periods
for a second reason. A CCA cannot take annual leave
unless the CCA has sufficient leave balance when
the leave is taken. A CCA earns four hours of annual leave every pay period if they work 40 hours per
week. So, it takes 10 pay periods to earn their first
week of annual leave, and another 10 pay periods
to earn their second week of annual leave. A CCA
hired in late April or May would not earn their first
week of annual leave until after the choice annual
leave period between the last full week in May and
the second Saturday of September was over. The only
choice vacation period available to them would be the
week between December 25 and January 1. The week
after Christmas typically is closed during first phase
vacation selection by career carriers. A second choice
vacation period would therefore not be available to
a CCA. Including the first three weeks of December
would allow a choice vacation selection for these
CCAs. Unfortunately, arbitrator Gely’s award did not
address this union argument.
Arbitrator Gely’s award does not prevent a carrier
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from bidding on the first three weeks of December
for non-choice vacation selection or incidental leave.
The national agreement and the 2016-2019 LMOU do
not exclude the first three weeks of December from
annual leave selection. Arbitrator Gely’s award only
addressed choice vacation periods. The 2016-2019
LMOU states the following: “Carriers at their option
can choose other periods outside the choice period
for all or the balance of their annually earned leave
on the first phase.” The first three weeks of December are not excluded from nonchoice periods or
incidental leave.
The 2020 letter carrier vacation schedules are
incorrect. The Postal Service calculated the number
of vacation slots available to bid by multiplying only
the number of full-time carriers to the 14.5% allowed off. The Postal Service calculated 175 carriers
should be allowed off per period. The total number
of carriers (which would include CCAs) should have
been multiplied by 14.5%. Including the CCAs in the
calculation results in 213 carriers being allowed to
take vacation. Changing the percentage to 15.5% as

required by the arbitration award results in 228 carriers being allowed off. An additional 53 vacation slots
should have been available during first phase vacation selection. Fifty-three more carriers should have
been granted the week of Thanksgiving!
The percentage of carriers allowed off the week
after Christmas (December 26 to January 1) is
11.75. The Postal Service calculated the number of
vacation slots available this week by multiplying
only the number of full-time carriers to the 11.75%
allowed off. The Postal Service calculated 142 carriers should be allowed off. The total number of
carriers (which would include CCAs) should have
been multiplied by 11.75%. Including the CCAs in
the calculation results in 173 carriers being allowed
to take vacation. An additional 31 vacation slots
should have been available for Christmas during
first phase vacation selection. With the additional
31 vacation slots, the week after Christmas would
not have closed during first phase and this week
would have been available for vacation bidding during second phase.

Januar y 2020/MCC
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Health Benefits Plan/OWCP … By Chet Drain

U

nder the provisions of the Postal Reorganization
Act, 39 U.S.C. 1005©, all employees of the United
States Postal Service are covered by the Federal
Employees Compensation Act (FECA), 5 U.S.C. 81.
FECA is administered by the office of Workers’ Compensation Programs (OWCP), United States Dept. of
Labor. OWCP determines whether the employee, or a
survivor of the employee, is entitled to benefits under
FECA. The director of OWCP and his or her designees
have the exclusive authority to administer and enforce
the provisions of the act. What this means is that the
Dept. of Labor/OWCP is an entirely separate agency
from the Postal Service. The Postal Service is not who
makes the decision pertaining to the status of an employee’s injury claim. The Postal Service is required
to file the claim for an employee and to adhere to the
provisions of FECA.
FECA provides that employees who suffer job-related
disabilities are entitled to continuation of pay (COP) for
the period of disability, up to a maximum of 45 calendar days, for a traumatic injury. It is not the decision
of a supervisor or manager as to whether an injured employee should be paid COP. The only hang-up that may
occur is if an injured employee fails to provide medical
documentation within 10 days of the date the injury
claim is filed. This could cause a delay in the payment
of COP, and even that is determined by the specialist
in HRM/ injury comp, not local management. We are
experiencing too many incidents where the supervisors
are negligent, or just downright ornery, and are failing
to process the proper payroll input so that injured carriers can maintain their income.
Management does have the right to “controvert” your
claim. Controversion means to dispute, challenge, or
deny the validity of a claim, but even with that there is a
specific criteria that applies to their right to not pay you.
This criterion is defined in the Employee Labor Manual
(ELM) Section 545.732. In all situations except as
described in ELM 545.732 the Postal Service may controvert COP but must continue the employees regular
pay pending a final determination by OWCP. Again,
OWCP has the exclusive authority to determine questions of entitlement and other issues related to COP.
If you, God forbid, have been injured, check as soon
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as possible to make sure you are being put in for you entitled COP. The
clock ring code for COP is [071]. If
you are not familiar, there are various codes that management puts in
for various payroll functions. For example:
• 052 = Work Hours
• 053 = Overtime
• 055 = Annual Leave
• 056 = Sick Leave
• 058 = Holiday Leave
• 059 = Part Day LWOP
• 060 = Full Day LWOP
These are just a few of the pay codes to give you the
idea of what we are talking about.
If you have filed a claim for a traumatic injury and you
checked item #15b on your CA-1 to receive COP, your
earnings statement should contain the code 071. If you
discover that your time has not been properly imputed,
bring it to managements attention. The pay period ends
the Friday before the week we get paid. Try to check with
management before the end of the pay period to make
any corrections to your pay. Be sure to make a note of the
date you brought the payroll error to management’s attention. If it is necessary to file a grievance, we can make
note of the fact that you informed management of the
payroll discrepancy in time enough for them to correct it,
if they had good intentions to do so.
Another code that is important for an injured employee to know is [049]. This is the code you need in the
payroll system when you are filing for compensation payments from the D.O.L./ OWCP. This becomes necessary
after the 45-day COP period has expired. The 45-days
COP is paid by the Postal Service. If you are still disabled
after the COP period, your payment will come from
OWCP. Without code [049] being in the system the Form
CA-7s you file with OWCP cannot be processed.
Whatever the reason, management personnel tend
to think that they have the final say in determining
whether are not injured workers should be paid. That is
not the case. The Postal Service is obligated by its own
procedural statutes, which are based on federal law,
FECA, to make sure injured workers are properly paid.
God bless all and peace!
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Region 5 NBA Report

C

ongratulations — I’d like to personally congratulate the new branch officers who have been elected
and installed and those who have yet to be installed.
The fact that you have been elected by the members of
your branch shows the trust that the carriers in your
branch have for you and confidence in your leadership.
Being a branch officer or steward is the toughest job
in the NALC. With these jobs positions, officers and
stewards must have the ability to multi-task, communicate and explain contractual language to members,
hold management accountable and in most cases within
Region 5, carry your route. Your efforts are appreciated.
Autonomous Delivery Vehicle Technology — The
USPS has notified the NALC of their intent to investigate
the feasibility of using autonomous delivery vehicles.
These autonomous vehicles have been initially projected
to be used on rural routes where the vehicle will drive
from box to box while the carrier sorts the mail. I’ve
also heard that they would like to program the vehicle
to follow carriers on park and loop routes so that he
never has to “dead head” back to the vehicle. The service
intends to issue requests for proposals to test the conversion of several of the services commercial off-the-shelf
right-hand drive Mercedes Metris vehicles for automated
delivery use. Vendors will have three months to respond,
with a contract awarded later this year. The NALC will be
monitoring the use of any autonomous vehicles closely.
NGDV - Next Generation Delivery Vehicles
— The USPS has announced that they anticipate
contract award(s) will be made in the late summer of
this year. The NALC is reviewing the finalized “statements of work” and will be providing feedback to the
service as necessary. Hopefully 2021 will be the year
that these new vehicles begin to arrive. With LLVs
burning up (go online to view videos), these new
vehicles can’t get here soon enough.
Consolidated Casing - Update — The second day
of the national arbitration has been completed, briefs
are being written and will be submitted in the very
near future. Meanwhile, the service has to make a
decision on their next move. I’ve not heard of a single
test site where the hours are less than those prior to
the test. It’s costing the service more, not less. A sane
person would review the data and end this “test.”

… By Mike Birkett
Unfortunately, as you well know,
we cannot count on sanity. The
next decision that management will
make while we await an arbitration decision is whether or not the
“test” will expand to all of the other offices listed in
Phase III. Let’s hope for sanity. Well … as I was about
to mail this article out, we have been notified that
Brookridge Station in Overland Park, Kan., part of
Branch 5521, will go online by the end of February.
Food Drive — The 28th annual Letter Carriers’
Stamp Out Hunger Food Drive is scheduled for Saturday, May 9, 2020. The NALC is requesting that branch
presidents register online by March 9, 2020. To register, log on through the “Members Only” portal on the
NALC website. As I write this article on January 13,
only four branches within Region 5 have registered.
Retirement and Health Benefits — Twice in the
last few months we have received calls from letter
carriers who were preparing to retire but have not belonged to any FEHB plan for five years. The five year
rule states that federal employees must be continuously enrolled (or covered as a family member) in any
FEHB plan(s) for the five years of service immediately before the date the annuity starts, or for the full
period(s) of service since his/her first opportunity to
enroll (if less than five years). That means … if you
haven’t had health insurance through the FEHBP for
five continuous years before you retire, you won’t be
eligible to continue or join the FEHBP in retirement.
Because of the five year rule, numerous carriers have
had to delay their retirement. Don’t be one of them.
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from the

Managing Editor
… By Tom Schulte

W

DRAINING THE SWAMP OR DESTROYING THE
GOVERNMENT

hen the current administration came to power
in 2016 it tapped into a deep seeded belief that
government was dysfunctional, ineffective and
incapable of governance. The mantra was that the only
way to affective change in Washington, D.C., was to
“drain the swamp.” An expression referring to eliminating government agencies, departments and personnel the administration felt unnecessary.
This isn’t a new concept, it goes back to the early
80s and the Reagan administration, their belief was
that government agencies simply stood in the way of
corporate profits by imposing governmental regulations and labor protections to workers. For the most
part a bipartisan effort in both the House and the
Senate prevented that administration from unilaterally
eliminating federal agencies that they felt stood in the
way of progress.
If you can’t beat them directly, do an end around
In 2016 from the get go, the current administration
has effectively taken it upon themselves to destroy
federal agencies from within. Trump’s cabinet nominees and appointees share the distinction of being
people who have indirectly, and quite directly, fought
against the missions of the very agencies they are
supposed to oversee.
Department of the Treasury-Secretary Steve
Mnuchin: Mnuchin, who served as financial chief
for Trump’s campaign, began his career at Goldman
Sachs. He never held public office and made billions
off the housing bubble by purchasing a subprime
lender later fined for dubious foreclosure practices.
Elizabeth Warren was quoted as saying, “He managed
to participate in all the worst practices on Wall Street.”
He’s now the secretary of the treasury.
Department of Labor- Secretary Eugene Scalia: In a
2012 Bloomberg News article that profiled Scalia, the
headline read, “Suing the Government? Call Scalia.”
Since 2003 he has defended Wall Street firms against
financial oversight. For years he has a long and
dubious distinction of defending major corporations
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against financial and labor regulations. He succeeded Andrew Puzder, a CEO of
Hardee’s restaurants that, before leaving office, fought
against an increase in the minimum wage and criticized the sick-leave provisions in the Affordable Care
Act. Scalia now oversees the Department of Labor.
Department of Education-Betsy DeVos: She was
tapped to oversee the federal government’s involvement in education. A Michigan billionaire DeVos is a
strong proponent in reducing the federal government’s
involvement in education. She spent millions supporting the “school choice movement” which provides
taxpayer funded vouchers for charter, religious, and
private schools. She aligns with Trump’s proposal to
redirect $20 billion in federal funding to school-choice
expansion and undermine the public school system.
She now oversees the Department of Education.
Department of Energy-Secretary Rick Perry: Former
Governor of Texas and two-time presidential hopeful.
Perry’s debate flub, in which he couldn’t remember the
name of the Department of Energy, that he wanted to
eliminate, hastened his demise in the primaries. He
now oversees the $32 billion agency, which includes the
responsibility of keeping the country’s nuclear arsenal
safe. Perry now oversees the Department of Energy.
Environmental Protection Agency-Secretary Andrew Wheeler: Wheeler’s former law firm represented
coal magnet Robert Murray against Obama’s environmental regulations. He is a critic of limits on greenhouse gas emissions and he summarily dismissed the
findings of a 2018 national climate assessment report
about the impact of climate change in the U.S. The
EPA under Wheeler dismissed the report. Wheeler
oversees the EPA.
These are just a few of the “swamp drainers,” systemically charged with destroying the agencies they
oversee from within. Do you think none of these appointments directly affect you? The president is about
to appoint a pro-business person as postmaster general
of the United States.
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The NLRB is now a hostile work environment
The department tasked with protecting labor is breaking labor law
The National Labor Relations Board’s own workers rallied Nov. 18 against management abuses
affecting their union’s ability to represent them, signaling new depths of the agency’s union-busting agenda.
“This is an agency dedicated to promoting collective bargaining and protecting workers’ right
to organize, so it is especially shameful to see our leadership engage in such blatant conduct,”
Karen Cook president of the NLRB Professional Association, said in a statement.
Protesting outside the NLRB’s Washington headquarters, career staffers called out board
Chairman John Ring and general counsel Peter Robb for unprecedented attacks on two employee
unions, Bloomberg Law reported.
TARGETING, NOT HELPING, UNIONS
The conduct is in line with escalating action by the board’s GOP majority that is targeting private sector workers nationwide.
Decisions and new rules allow employers to eject union organizers from the public spaces, more
easily withdraw union recognition, discriminate against union members in the workplace, thwart
protests and undermine the rights of employees at subcontractors and franchises, among other
rollbacks.
LATEST CHALLENGE
The latest challenge for workers inside the NLRB, at headquarters and in satellite offices nationwide, are two Trump administration executive orders designed to break federal unions and make
it easier to fire employees.
Union leaders charge that management has exceeded the already hostile scope of the orders,
which, among other things, allow agencies to curtail the paid time and access to physical space at
worksites that make effective representation possible.
“They’re doing it because they think they can get away with it. There’s no recourse,” Michael
Bilik, legislative co-chair of the NLRB union, told Politico.
ABUSE OF POWER
“Going beyond the executive orders is an abuse of power that undermines the civil service,”
Bilik said.
NLRB staffers also take issue with the agency’s failure to spend its full budget the past two
fiscal years, suggesting it is another sign of animus toward both federal employees and aggrieved
private sector workers who seek justice through the board.
Lonnie R. Stephenson, president of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW),
says it’s all part of a disturbing pattern at the NLRB.
“There appears to be no end to the ways that the board majority and general counsel are pushing their anti-worker agenda and harming the rights and economic security of millions of working
Americans and their families — now including their own staff,” he said.
“The only way to change course is by changing the politicians who appoint and confirm NLRB
members. It’s more urgent than ever that we do that at the ballot box next November.”
(Courtesy IBEW Media Center)
Januar y 2020/MCC
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Retiree Report

… By Guest Recording Secretary Nicki L. Prado

C

MINUTES FROM THE JANUARY 8, 2020, MEETING

hairman Tom Schulte called the meeting to
order at 12:45 p.m. Chaplain Gus Frank led us
in prayer and the Pledge of Allegiance. Tom
thanked Bill Jimas and his lovely wife for the delicious lunch. Tom and his wife, Linda, will be providing lunch for the February meeting.
Minutes for the last meeting: The minutes were
read and accepted by guest Recording Secretary
Nicki L. Prado.
Treasurer’s Report: Treasurer Clif Nelson reported a balance after expenses of $1,620.85.
Branch 343 President’s Report: President Rapisardo reported that this year’s Ole Timers’ Day
celebration will have 24 Gold Card recipients and 20
60-year pins awarded. Br. 343 contributed $300 to
the NALC Disaster Relief Fund. Results for delegates
to the state and national conventions are in the current issue of the MCC. Bob thanked all the retirees
who voted. Local cooperation between the union
and postal management is at an impasse. Article
41 issues are not being addressed. Pay the branch
and carriers double the previous settlements for
violations. Issues with the Labor Tribune; asking all
unions to contribute a substantial amount of money.
Stay tuned.
Legislative Report: Brother Mike Weir announced that the USPS Fairness Act, which would
address the pre-funding issue that is the primary
cause of the Postal Service red ink, finally has sufficient co-sponsors to bring the issue to a vote in
the House of Representatives. There is a companion
bill introduced in the U.S. Senate, but it is unlikely
to go anywhere with the Republican majority. The
new year brings a new fight for the federal budget.
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Looks like the PMG is being forced to leave, look for
Trump to appoint pro business anti-government successors. Let the privatization talks begin. The Stock
Market rally began with the Obama administration,
not with Trump, although Trump is taking credit.
48% of Americans are not even in the stock market
and are not doing well in this economy. Please give
to the Branch 343 PAC Fund and the Letter Carriers
Political Fund to help elect Postal Service friendly
politicians.
Chairman’s Report: Tom read a thank you card
from the family of deceased member Val Pelizzaro,
thanking the union for the beautiful flowers and the
heartfelt wishes. Tom also thanked all the retirees for
voting for him as a delegate for the state and national
conventions. He also thanked the retirees especially
as the largest voting block in the union. Tom asked
all the retirees to do whatever they could to get the
younger members more actively involved with the
union.
New Business: Branch 343 recording secretary
addressed the retirees noting that members from the
national business agent’s office were unable to attend today’s meeting because they are out installing
officers at various branches throughout Region 5.
New postal vehicles are expected to be delivered in
December of 2020. None too soon.
Deceased Members: A moment of silence was
observed for Charles L. Blechle, Gold Card and Al
Henske, former Br. 343 health benefits representative.
50/50 Winner: $19 Rich Rhyner who donated back
to the retirees.
Closing Prayer: Offered by Chaplain Gus Frank
Meeting Adjourned: 1:15 p.m.

West County

G
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… By Pam Stepney

reetings sisters and brothers of
Branch 343. How’s everyone doing? Fine, I hope. Wow it’s black
history month and I’m proud to be
a female letter carrier and I’d like to
tell you a story about the first black
female letter carrier. Mary Fields
also known as Stagecoach Mary was
the first African American female
star route mail carrier in the United
States. She carried a big rifle and she
had her dog right beside her daily. As
a star carrier, her job was to protect
the mail on her route from thieves
and bandits and to deliver mail. She
was only the second woman in the
United States Postal Service (and the
first African American Woman) to
serve in that role.
“Stagecoach Mary” or “Black
Mary,” as she was nicknamed,
carried a rifle and a revolver. Mary
Fields was born in 1832 in Hickman County, Tennessee, and died
on December 5, 1914, in Cascade
County, Montana. Mary started
her career with the Postal Service
in 1895 in her 60s. She was 6 ft.
tall and weighed about 200 lbs. She
was keen on cigars and was once
said to be “a burnt-over prairie.”
She had by her side a jar of whiskey and a pistol. She traveled the

mail route for Montana for more
than 10 years.
I wonder what kind of pay she
received and if the guys helped her
along her route. Was there equal
pay and good working conditions
without the union? She looks pretty
tuff standing in front of the train on
her picture. What would she think
of what the job is in today’s world?
Just a few questions running through
my mind as I look at her picture. It’s
a beautiful thing seeing stagecoach
Mary and all the female letter carriers working today. Global warming is
the news weekly and when I look at
her uniform, she has on a long skirt
and jacket and it makes me wonder
was it comfortable delivering with
those clothes on. Mary’s other jobs in
her career included being a freighter,
a cook, and a domestic worker.
Moving on, once again privatization is in the news. Postmaster
General Meghan Brennan is stepping
down and the president will be selecting a new postmaster general who
could reshape the agency for years to
come and move it towards privatization? I don’t know how much time
you all have in the service, but this is
not good. What will happen to our
retirement plan if this happens? Are
we safe if we retire and will we be
grandfathered in or will all that we’ve
worked for go up in smoke? I know
voting is your choice, but we need
to select candidates who support
our livelihood. They are not done
trying to force right to work down
our throats either. When is enough
money enough for the corporate
hogs? Start to make a difference
today by registering to vote.

I want to wish
a long and happy
retirement to
Sandy McClanahan. Sandy was
one of the party planners at West
County Post Office. Congratulations
and enjoy your retirement.

West Country letter carrier Sandra
McClanahan receives best wishes on
her retirement from Alexis Allen,
Phil Winkler, Pam Stepney and Paris
Williams.

There were eight applications
received for the John Henry Haake
Scholarship. If your son, daughter,
or grandchild is an applicant, make
sure all paperwork is turned in by
March 1.
MDA events are fun; raising
money by doing a 50/50 in your
office is one of the ways to contribute. Thank you West County for
the $100 donation for MDA Trivia
Night. Maybe next year we can get a
table and play with our union sisters
and brothers. Bowling for Dystrophy
is coming up and I hope to see you
there. I challenge every station to
raise $100. Remember to do your
best, leave the rest, don’t stress, God
bless, and thank you for coming.
Januar y 2020/MCC
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Some Thoughts

T

here is no question that 2020 will be
a pivotal year for working men and
women. In fact, it will have crucial importance for all citizens who are trying to
provide a better life for their families, but
are struggling just to maintain the status
quo. There will be elections at the national,
state and local levels. This time, we absolutely must be engaged to ensure that we
elect leaders who will address our issues,
instead of continuing the trend of electing
representatives who say one thing, then
do something entirely different. Given the
current tendency for certain candidates
to play fast and loose with the facts, we
must look at our world, our country, as it
really is now and choose leaders who will
restore our values and return the power
to the people where it belongs. We must
send a message to corporate America and
the moneyed elite that their days of buying
influence in the corridors of power are
coming to an end. It won’t be easy; they
have deep pockets, but we have many more
people. It’s time that we used our resources
to change the dangerous direction our
country has been taking, especially over
the last three years, and restore the American dream for all our citizens.
On the postal front, we face some
significant challenges this year. The three
previous White House budgets have
proposed serious cuts to our wages and
benefits, and there is no reason to expect
that 2020’s budget will be any different. In fact, the White House has made
no secret of their desire to privatize the
Postal Service. Now that the president
has “persuaded” the postmaster general
to retire and has had an opportunity to
appoint a number of new members to the
board of governors, there is a real risk
that Brennan’s successor could be more
inclined to pursue a privatization agenda.
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on the

New Year

We do have a lot of friends in Congress on
both sides of the aisle who do not support
such a move; however, there is always the
possibility that a provision such as five-day
delivery or cuts in door delivery could find
their way into compromise legislation,
thus pushing us down a slippery slope. The
Postal Service’s “red ink,” resulting mainly
from the mandate to prefund future retiree
health benefits, is still cited as a reason
to consider some sort of private option.
That’s why it is so important to repeal that
mandate. H.R. 2382 and S. 2965 would
do just that. During the recent government funding deal that was finalized
in December, the parties nearly agreed
to include a repeal of the mandate.
However, House Minority Leader Kevin
McCarthy and House Oversight Ranking
Member Mark Meadows (Republicans)
ultimately blocked the effort.
Additionally, the White House and
Republicans in Congress have indicated
that there needs to be cuts in Social Security and Medicare due to the exploding
budget deficit. Never mind the fact that
the expected one and a half to two trillion
dollar growth in the budget deficit over
the next 10 years is actually due to the tax
cuts that the Republicans passed in 2017;
80% of which went to corporations and the
wealthy. Given the importance of Social
Security to the retirements of FERS
employees, it is clear that we must elect
senators and representatives who will
protect and enhance our benefits rather
than return the same people to Congress
and the White House whose focus is,
essentially, on expanding the wealth of
their already well-heeled donors.
In Missouri, we face significant challenges as well. Despite the fact that the
state ranks 44th in crime, 41st in health
care, 27th in education and 25th in

… By Mike Weir

infrastructure, the Republican legislature
(with super-majorities) seems more focused on getting reelected than addressing
these issues. As an example, four different
plans were introduced in the 2020 session
to roll back anti-gerrymandering provisions, which were approved by 62 percent
of the voters in 2018 under the Clean Missouri initiative, and replace them with new
schemes to actually facilitate gerrymandering in 2021 based on the 2020 census.
Apparently, it doesn’t matter what the
voters say; what’s important is that the
districts be gerrymandered so that the
Republicans can maintain their majorities in the legislature. Clearly, this isn’t an
example of good government.
As discouraging as things can be sometimes, we cannot give up. The values and
beliefs embodied in our democracy are too
important; our families’ well-being and
our children’s futures are too important.
Each of us has a part to play, whether
it be as a hands-on activist and/or a
contributor to the Branch 343 PAC Fund
and the Letter Carrier Political Fund.
Each month in the Mound City Carrier,
we list the members who have contributed
to our local PAC on the Political Action
Honor Roll page. Your contributions to
the PAC Fund fuel the work we do in
the field, by ensuring that we have the
resources to work for the election of more
worker-friendly leaders and to take our
message to Congress, to the state legislature and to our fellow working men and
women. But above all else, please vote
for senators, representatives, legislators,
state officers and presidents who will give
voice to our concerns, stand up for our
interests and work to address them. We
are at a tipping point. Let’s make sure that
the future falls in our favor for ourselves,
our children and the generations to come.

MOUND CIT Y CARRIER

Letter carriers must be prepared to contact your respective congressmen at anytime.
Below is a list of our representatives and senators with their addresses and phone numbers.
Keep this information handy when you are called upon to act.
The most effective method to communicate your message is to call your senator or representative directly.

CONGRESSIONAL ADDRESSES MISSOURI AND ILLINOIS
MISSOURI

WILLIAM “LACY” CLAY (D)
1st District
2428 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515
202-225-2406

ANN WAGNER (R)
2nd District
2350 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515
202-225-1621

BLAINE LUETKEMEYER (R)
3rd District
2230 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515
202-225-2956

JASON SMITH (R)
8th District
2418 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515
202-225-4404

ILLINOIS
MIKE BOST (R)
12th District
1440 Longworth House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515
202-225-5661

U.S. SENATE
MISSOURI

JOSH HAWLEY (R)
212 Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-6154

ROY BLUNT (R)
260 Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-5721

ILLINOIS
RICHARD DURBIN (D)
711 Hart Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-2152

TAMMY DUCKWORTH (D)
524 Hart Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-2854

Januar y 2020/MCC
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Creve Coeur Chronicles

H

appy Valentines Day, my
fellow brothers and sisters
in unionism. It has been a
while, but Creve Coeur is back. I
returned back from military duty
only to return to mayhem and
stupidity. I have seen CCAs being
transferred because management
doesn’t like them, or they question the dumb instructions given
to them by management, or they
don’t buy management lunch.
Remember, management does not
care about you, only about themselves and making their numbers!
To all the CCAs, please take heed
to this advice:
1. Make a copy of your weekly
work schedule.
2. If you have a N/S day, you
do not have to answer
your phone (this is not a
requirement), enjoy your
day off.
3. Use FMLA to cover your
absences to avoid attendance
discipline.
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… By Kiesha Wiley

4. Follow the instructions
given to you and do not run,
rush or skip to get a route
done just to appease management. Take your authorized breaks and lunch.
5. If you feel pressured, harassed, or bullied by management please inform your
union steward/stewardess
immediately. Do not get
into a confrontation with
management.
Carriers, follow any/all instructions given by management, do
not get confrontational with
management on the workroom
floor, just request to speak with
your union shop steward. Fill out a
form 1767, if you experience/see an
unsafe act like vehicle being given
out to carriers with deficiencies
(brakes not working, vehicle starts
smoking while driving, windshield wipers not working, etc.), or
management threatening, harassing or physically touching another

employee in
an aggressive
manner.
Inform your
union steward
about any of these issues and make
sure to get your copy of the form
1767. We have to be proactive on
issues with management displaying aggressive behavior towards
carriers because management
doesn’t feel like they’re doing
anything wrong even when they
are placed in a different post office
as so-called “punishment.” We
need to watch out for each other
and help one another in order
to survive the stupidity of the
M-I-C-K-E-Y M-O-U-S-E Club
house a.k.a. management. Get to
know your rights and what you
can/cannot do within your carriers responsibilities and duties by
attending your union meetings every second Thursday of the month
at the Union Hall. UNITED WE
STAND, DIVIDED WE FALL!

Safety & Health

H
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… By Richard Thurman

ello brothers and sisters. Welcome to a new
year in the Postal Service. It was a rough peak
season with extended hours and parcel delivery.
We are continuing with one of our major concerns
from previous years, the aging dilapidated postal
vehicles that are running on duct tape, superglue
and third-generation parts. I’m talking about the
LLVs. The vehicle was conceived in 1985 by Grumman and General Motors. They were to last 24 years,
but the Postal Service extended it to 30 years. In the
coming months between January through April, the
post office will be replacing the Uplander van with
the Promaster van. The Promaster van is a left-hand
drive vehicle primarily for parcel delivery with shelving and air conditioning. There may be other stopgap
vehicles to join the postal fleet before the rollout of
the new mail truck. The Postal Service is in its final
phase of selecting which company will be awarded
the vehicle contract.
The changing dynamics of the job require a vehicle
with the ability to adapt to a letter carrier’s changing landscape. Our current vehicles inadequately
address the interior space of the vehicle, which does
not allow the letter carrier to move from the front to
the back unobstructed. Other concerns are the poor
insulation, leaking vents, inadequate heat and no
air conditioning, just to name a few of the countless
problems that we face with this vehicle. This article is
not about complaining, just pointing out the discrepancies that we currently face. Let’s not forget about
the vehicle fires!
Five prototype entries are remaining in the bid for
the postal contract, which is worth over $6 billion for
the purchase of 170,000+ vehicles. The first option is
a battery-electric extended-range vehicle by VTHackney and Workhorse group. The second is a hybrid
option, produced by US Mahindra group. The third
option is a truck short stop technology, by AM General. The fourth is a plug-in hybrid, by Morgan Olsen
and Karsan Otomotive. The fifth is a modified Ford
transit van by Oshkosh Corp. The U.S. Postal Service
has refused to release any of the specifications of any
of the vehicles. However, there has been much discussion about what is needed.

Vehicle pictures, and diagrams
tell us a lot - specifications like
air conditioning, heating systems,
improve visibility, range of sights
around the vehicle, and a big cab
with shelving and universal mounting system are a
must. Another specification is it must have the option
to go from a two-wheel-drive to a four-wheel-drive.
The vehicle must also be fuel-efficient and accelerate
from 0 to 60mph in seconds; also, the vehicle must
have the durability to handle a minimum of 600
stops per day. Once a vehicle manufacturer has been
selected, the phase-in process for vehicle delivery will
be over five years.
We are currently facing a maintenance system that
is ill-equipped and unwilling to address the issues
that letter carriers face on a day-to-day basis due to
budgetary constraints.
Everyone must continue their due diligence in
inspecting vehicles and ensuring that they protect
themselves, their families and the public by not driving unsafe vehicles! Please make sure you keep a copy
of your vehicle repair tag, also store a copy of it on
your phone. Be safe, be smart, and protect yourself.
The life you save may not just be your own.

Scholarship
Deadlines
John H. Haake
March 1
and
Charles J. Coyle
March 31

Januar y 2020/MCC
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… By Tina Hunt

ello from South County! First, I would like to
send out a big thank you to everyone who participated in Branch 343’s 25th Annual Trivia
Night. Whether you sat at a table and played 10
rounds of our clever trivia, donated a prize or money,
or worked that night, you helped make the evening a
success. Branch 343 has been a long supporter of the
Muscular Dystrophy Association (MDA). There is a
fundraising event held almost every month. It is not
too late for a New Year’s resolution! Resolve to support at least one MDA event this year. Chairpersons
work hard to ensure these events are a success and
need your help in doing so. The next events scheduled are Bowling Against Dystrophy being held in
March and Reel in a Cure (bass tournament) held in
April. You might not be a fisherman, but surely you
can bowl! Remember, you don’t have to be good at it.
Plan now to get a team together. Don’t forget, these
events are open to everyone, not just letter carriers.
Bring your family and your “outside” friends. A good
time will be had by all.

Discipline and the Grievance
Procedure
Unfortunately, in every letter carrier’s career, there
will be a time when discipline against them will be
purposed. If you make it 30 years without any, good
job! If you find yourself facing discipline, what is the
procedure, and what should you do?
Let’s take an easy example. You have been issued
a letter of warning (LOW) for failure to maintain
a regular work schedule. A pre-disciplinary interview (PDI) was conducted with you. You exercised
your Weingarten Rights and a steward was present.
After the PDI, management issued the LOW. You
have signed and dated the last page of the discipline
showing that you received it. Next, you should immediately give a copy of the discipline to your steward
so a timely grievance can be filed. Please do not wait!
Your steward is bound by the contractual provisions
specified in Article 15 which reads, “An employee
or union representative must discuss the grievance
with the employee’s immediate supervisor within 14
calendar days of when the grievant or the union first
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learned, or may reasonably have
been expected to learn, of its cause.
The date of this discussion is the
Informal Step A filing date.”
What happens if you do not
give the discipline to your steward, and a grievance
is never filed? Contractually all discipline stays in
an employees file for two years. Also, discipline is
progressive. Meaning, a letter of warning (like the
above example) could lead to a seven-day suspension, which could lead to a 14-day suspension which
could ultimately lead to a removal. Now that is an
extreme example, but I’ve seen it happen, all because
the grievant did not give the steward a copy of the
discipline. Give your steward a chance to negotiate
with management to have that discipline rescinded
and purged from your file. If your steward finds the
discipline is warranted, they will negotiate a lesser
time for the discipline to remain in your file.

Things I Didn’t Know
I didn’t know that a great philosopher once said,
“When you’re done, you’re done,” and “It’s not a
secret if everybody knows.” See you on Thursday!

George Cooper

Pat Wheatley

314-541-1503

314-707-8120

10443 Halls Ferry Rd.
St. Louis, MO 63136

1638 Piney Dr.
Arnold, MO 63010

Retired letter carriers of Br. 343 and Br. 5050
SUPPORT YOUR UNION BROTHERS

24th Annual
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TOURNAMENT

APRIL 4-5, 2020
6:30 A.M. - 2:30 P.M.
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REGISTRATION DINNER AND MEETING
SATURDAY, APRIL 4, 6-8 P.M.
AND …
MEET MDA AM BASS ADORS
AND GUEST SPEAKER AT THE DINNER!

FUN - BARBEQUE - SILENT AUCTION - 50/50 RAFFLE

TOURNAMENT TO BENEFIT THE MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY ASSOCIATION - ST. LOUIS
OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANK
A. BOAT OWNERS NAME:______________
ADDRESS:________________________
CITY:_ ___________________________
STATE:___________________________
ZIP:______________________________
PHONE:__________________________
B. BUDDY’S NAME:___________________
ADDRESS:________________________
CITY:_ ___________________________
STATE:___________________________
ZIP:______________________________
PHONE:__________________________

❒

YES, I will be attending the dinner.
Total attending_ ______________

❒

_No, I will not be attending the dinner.

ENTRY BY MAIL ONLY
Entry fee of $160 must be postmarked
by April 1, 2020. Checks, money orders
and cashiers checks will be accepted.
All entries received after deadline will be
subject to a $25 LATE FEE, accepted in
cash only during check-in.

Need Lodging or Have a Question?
Call Ken Young at Southwest Station
MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO:
REEL IN
314-645-6312
A CURE
MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY
or Check Out
ASSOCIATION
7/24outdoors.com
Help Reel in a Cure Bass Tournament
N
13801 Riverport Dr., Suite 303
or
OPE
Maryland Heights, MO 63043
BUDDY BASS
bassbob.com
TOURNAMENT
Januar y 2020/MCC
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… By Joseph P. Regan

ello from Southwest. I am
amazed at the amount of
letter carriers who do not
know what a PS Form 3996 is
or its purpose. After you have
verbally informed a supervisor
that you do not believe you will
be able to complete your assignment in the normally scheduled
time you should request a 3996.
Handbook M-39, section 122.33
requires the supervisor to provide you a 3996. Repeat your
request if the supervisor denies
you the form. Verbally explain
the reason you are requesting the form. If the supervisor
refuses to provide you the 3996,
ask to speak to a shop steward.
Fill out the form completely.
Explain your reason in detail.
Heavy mail or route overburden
are not sufficient reasons. Be

specific. Sometimes the supervisor will say it’s not necessary
because of the DOIS projection
for the assignment. Management
lost that argument. DOIS is a
tool to help the supervisor and
a carrier cannot be held to its
projections. Fill out the 3996.
Don’t get angry and argue
with the supervisor. Make the
supervisor do their job. If you
can’t complete the assignment in
the allotted time call the office
two hours before ET. Tell the
supervisor where you are at and
how much time you think it will
take to complete the assignment.
Then inform the supervisor if
you’re not on the ODL and then
ask, “What do you want me to
do?” If they respond I want you
to deliver all the mail on the
assignment and be back on time,

your response
should be, I
can do one
or the other,
deliver all the
mail or be back on time, what do
you want me to do?” Make the
supervisor do their job!
If they instruct you to deliver all
the mail and the overtime is not
authorized, keep your cool. That’s
not so. We have decisions on that
issue that management lost.
Follow the supervisor’s instructions. Use the 3996 to
request to speak to a shop steward. Stewards use the 3996 to
request union time. As Barry
once wrote, “The 3996 is your
friend.”
Life is good. Smile. Be happy.
Come to a meeting. Every day is
a good day.

Texas Hold’em Tournament
Chili Cook-Off

for Muscular Dystrophy Association and
st. louis area foodbank
Saturday, April 4, 2020
7 p.m. start time     Doors open at 6 p.m.
Letter Carriers’ Hall, 1600 South Broadway in Soulard
(raising money for MDA for over 60 years)
Suggested donation of only $30 in advance by April 1, 2020, includes: 20,000 poker chips, chili and beverages
Raffle for entries paid in advance
$35 after April 1, 2020

20 minute blinds starting at 100/100
Guaranteed prizes for all final table players     Prize pool will be 50 percent of total entries
50-50 Raffle
To pay in advance or for more information call: Bob: (314) 941-1589 or Tom (314) 258-0442
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ALL AGES
EVENT
ADMISSION
$20 per person
Max of 6 persons per team
Stations are allowed to
form more than 1 team

T-SHIRTS
$15 per person
Available in kids small
to adult XXL

WHEN

March 22, 2020
Noon - 2 p.m.

(Doors Open at 11:45 a.m. for warm-up)

WHERE

Olivette Lanes

SILENT AUCTION
&
50/50 RAFFLE
&
ATTENDANCE
PRIZES

9520 Olive Blvd., Saint Louis, MO 63132

REFRESHMENTS
TROPHIES AWARDED
1st-3rd Place TEAMS (HIGH SCORE)
1st and 2nd Place INDIVIDUAL KIDS (HIGH SCORE)
1st and 2nd Place INDIVIDUAL ADULTS (SERIES SCORE)

Served on a first come
first served basis

Januar y 2020/MCC
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BRANCH MEETING
Branch 343, St. Louis, Missouri
January 9, 2020

Summary of Branch Action

New Members

MSC To pay the branch bills.
MSC Branch 343 send up to 12 officers and/or
stewards to the Region 5 Rap Session to be
held on February 22 and 23 of 2020 in Overland Park, Kansas and pay their expenses.
MSC Branch 343 send up to seven people to the
Labor Law Institute Conference to be held
on March 27, 2020, here in St. Louis and
pay their registration fees which would total
$1,925 maximum if registered before January
15.
MSC Branch 343 send the branch president and
one of his officers to the committee of presidents meeting held on April 4 and 5, 2020, in
Anchorage, Alaska, and pay their expenses.

Eugene Jones..................... Jennings.................. 12-06-19
Lynika Moore................... Jennings................... 12-14-19
Robert Swift...................... Mackenzie Pointe... 12-06-19
John Thomas.................... Southwest............... 12-06-19
Diamura Whitlock........... Gravois.....................10-26-19

Recently Retired Members
Robert F. McCollum........ Sappington.............. 11-30-19
Timothy S. Brennan......... Affton...................... 12-31-19
Colleen D. Derby.............. South County.......... 12-31-19
Sandra M. McClanahan... West County........... 12-31-19
Joseph W. Tipton.............. South County.......... 12-31-19
Carolyn L. Wonsewith..... Sappington.............. 12-31-19

Deceased Members
Charles L. Blechle............. Gold Card................ 12-16-19
Al Henske.......................... 60-Year....................... 3-11-19

Highlights
The meeting was called to order at 7:30 p.m. The invocation and pledge of allegiance were led by Chet
Drain and the minutes were read and accepted.
NBA’s Report, LBA Brian Litteken: The USPS intends to investigate the use of autonomous delivery vehicles
with a contract awarded later this year. A contract for the Next Generation Delivery Vehicle is anticipated late in the
summer this year. New vehicles are expected by the end of 2020. The second day of the hearing on the national level
consolidated casing arbitration was held on December 18. The decision isn’t expected until five months from now.
Labor Council Report, Mike Chenot: The Labor Tribune has an unfunded pension liability of $3.7 million
and needs $1.3 million to clear its legal obligations. The Labor Tribune is asking every St. Louis and Southern
Illinois union to contribute $25,000.
MBA Report, Saronda Sutherland: The NALC CCA Retirement Savings Plan is a retirement income plan
for CCAs to supplement their pension.
Mound City Carrier Report, Brian Litteken: The delegate election results for the 2020 national and state
conventions are published in the January issue.
Haake Scholarship Report, Pam Stepney: Eight applications for the scholarship have been received.
Health Benefit Report, Chet Drain: Go to the HBP plan website (www.nalchbp.org) and peruse the myriad
of programs designed to assist you in staying healthy.
OWCP Report, Chet Drain: When a CCA gets injured on the job the Postal Service only wants to pay four
hours/day for COP. This is incorrect. The CCA is paid COP based on the number of hours scheduled to work
or average hours worked in the past 12 months.
Safety & Health Report, Richard Thurman: One distracted slip, trip or fall can have long-term complications for any individual and their family.
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Political Action Honor Roll
RICHARD RHYNER HHHHH    ART BUCKHHH
TED HEMPENHH    CHARLES SCANLONHH    JOE FITZJARRELLHH
MIKE WEIRH
GENO IBERGH
BILL LISTERH
TOM HARMANH

LAURA KEIMH
TOM SCHULTEH
KEN MEYERH
CHARLES SEXTONH

JOHN H. HAAKEH
ROBERT FLAHERTYH
ROBERT RAPISARDOH

JOE POLITTEH
DON CHARTRANDH
NICKI L. PRADOH

DERRICK WILLIAMS
ROY HATCHARD JR.
GUS FRANK

MICHAEL JENNINGS
MARION HARRIS

JAMES GOHEEN
SARONDA SUTHERLAND

MICHAEL “THUMPER” THARP
CATHERINE CIARAMITARO

The above honor roll gives special recognition to those members who give $ 50 or more. Each star represents $100
Mike Chenot

Loren Loerch

IS YOUR NAME LISTED?

WHY NOT?

SEND YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS PAYABLE TO BRANCH 343, P.A.C.

(Donations are not tax deductible)

MIKE WEIR
612 CHARLESTON OAKS DR.
BALLWIN, MO 63021-7387
PLEASE BE ADVISED IN REGARDS TO ANY ARTICLE SOLICITING CONTRIBUTIONS
TO THE LETTER CARRIER FUND OR OUR OWN POLITICAL ACTION FUND

By making a contribution to the Letter Carrier Fund or our local Political Action Fund, you are doing so voluntarily with the understanding that your contribution is not a condition of membership in the National Association of Letter Carriers or of employment by the Postal Service, nor is it part of union dues. You have a right to refuse to contribute without
any reprisal. The Letter Carrier Political Fund and Branch 343 Political Action Fund will use money it receives to contribute to candidates for federal office and undertake other
political spending as permitted by law. Your selection shall remain in full force and effect until cancelled. Contributions to the Letter Carrier Political Fund are not tax deductible for
federal income tax purposes. Federal law prohibits the Letter Carrier Political Fund and Branch 343 Political Action Fund from soliciting contributions from individuals who are not
NALC members, executive and administrative staff or their families. Any contribution received from such an individual will be refunded to that contributor.

Trustees Report, Tina Hunt: The books were audited and found to be in good order.
Executive Vice President/Treasurer Report, John McLaughlin: The arbitration decision on the 2016-2019
LMOU was received. The award increases the percentage of carriers allowed off each annual leave period from
14.5% to 15.5%; defines a procedure for posting and filling holddown assignments; and grants a carrier a vacation selection for a union convention or training during second phase if the carrier did not receive that selection
during first phase. The award denies changes to carrier parking and choice vacation selection in December.
Vice President/Financial Secretary Report, Brad Layton: Read financial report for November. 2020
branch union buttons are available.
President’s Comments, Robert Rapisardo: The cost of lodging for the 2020 national convention in Hawaii
will cost between $26,000 to $38,000. A hearing on an unfair labor charge occurred on January 9.
Respectfully Submitted, Brian Litteken, Recording Secretary

Branch Meeting Attendance Prizes
1.
2.
3.
4.

January 9, 2020

Blues vs. New York Rangers
Blues vs. Carolina Hurricanes
SLU Men’s Basketball vs. Fordam Rams
SLU Men’s Basketball vs. Dayton Flyers

Saturday 1/11 @ 7 p.m.
Tuesday 2/4 @ 7 p.m.
Sunday 1/26 @ 2 p.m.
Friday 1/17 @ 6 p.m.

Tamieka Mays, South County
Ramona Droege, South County
John Perulfi, Gravois
Tiffany Hager, South County

50/50 Winner

$33

Derrick Williams, Retired
Januar y 2020/MCC
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES

MEMBER-AT-LARGE
NEGOTIATING COMMITTEE

Diane Carter
Dan Flynn

Kiesha Wiley
Pam Stepney

DELEGATES TO THE ST. LOUIS
LABOR COUNCIL

Mike Chenot
Frank Enlow
John McLaughlin

Barry Linan
Bill Lister
Pam Stepney

Mike Weir

MOUND CITY CARRIER
Published monthly by NALC Branch 343
Contents may be reproduced by NALC
publications — Just mention Branch 343.

STAFF

Tom Schulte . ....................... Managing Editor
John McLaughlin.................................. Editor
Clif Nelson.................................. Asst. Editor
Brian Litteken............................. Asst. Editor

ADVISORY BOARD

Robert “Bob” Rapisardo   John McLaughlin
All correspondence and all articles intended
for publication in this paper should be
addressed to:
Tom Schulte, Managing Editor
1600 S Broadway
St. Louis, MO 63104-3806
Phone: (314) 241-4297
or
You may submit articles and photos from
events and retirement photos to:
tomnalc@sbcglobal.net
If you submit a photo, please identify all
members in the photo.
All copy should be TYPED in upper and
lower case, double spaced and written on one
side only. Articles are to be limited to 250
words and must be signed.
Opinions expressed intend no malice toward anyone —
neither do they necessarily express the views of the editor
nor that of Branch 343 N.A.L.C.
Articles may be edited for brevity and potential libelous
statements.

President: (314) 941-1589
EVP: (314)-761-1784
VP: (314)-243-3518
Hours: 8 am - 4:30 pm (M-F)
		 8 am - Noon (Sat)
Fax:
Website:

(314) 241-2738
www.branch343.org

EEO REPRESENTATIVE

Diane Carter — (314) 353-6536
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Tom Schulte

BRANCH OFFICE
1600 S Broadway
St. Louis, MO 63104-3806
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LETTER CARRIERS BUILDING

John H. Haake Branch 343

Marvin Booker
Tina Hunt
Richard Thurman
Richard Brown
Frank Enlow

Non-Profit
Organization

➡

MOUND CITY CARRIER

—OFFICERS—

Robert Rapisardo.. ........................... President
John McLaughlin.... Executive Vice President/
Treasurer
Brad Layton.. .......................... Vice President/
Financial Secretary
Brian Litteken................ Recording Secretary
Stuart East.. ........................ Sergeant-at-Arms
Saronda Sutherland........ MBA Representative
Chet Drain..... Health Benefits Representative

Local delivery date
requested no later
than February 10

John H. Haake
BRANCH 343

HEALTH BENEFITS HOT LINE
Chet Drain — Hall: (314) 241-4223
Tuesday 8 am to 4:30 pm

WORKMEN’S COMPENSATION HOT LINE
Chet Drain — Hall: (314) 241-4223
Wednesday 8 am to 4:30 pm

SAFETY & HEALTH

Richard Thurman, Creve Coeur
(314) 432-8211

VETERANS CONSULTANT
(314) 241-4297

MBA LIFE INSURANCE
Saronda Sutherland, MBA
(314) 535-2850

FOR PERSONAL HELP CALL:
1-800-EAP-4-YOU
NBA OFFICE

Mike Birkett — (314) 985-8040
RAA Charles Sexton   RAA Dave Teegarden

RETIRED MEMBERS MEETING
LETTER CARRIERS BUILDING
1600 S Broadway

1st Wednesday of the month.
Lunch at noon, meeting at 12:45 pm
Tom Schulte, Chairman....................... (636) 255-3057
Ray Breakfield, Vice Chairman.......... (573) 358-5266
Clif Nelson, Treasurer.......................... (314) 355-4600
Tom Schulte, Recording Secretary..... (636) 255-3057

Deadline for articles for
the MARCH issue is
FEBRUARY 18, 2020
H H H

R E G U L A R B R A NC H M E E T I NG
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 2020
7:30 pm
H H H

SHOP ST E WA R D S M E E T I NG
THURSDAY, MARCH 5, 2020
The Letter Carriers Building
1600 S Broadway

